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BY J IM MOORE
Working Smarter

The Soundex Algorithm: Part I

T his month, I will begin a two-part
review of an ancient but useful algorithm

called Soundex. In the first few weeks of
2000, "Top 100" lists of the 20th century
have appeared in various forms of media:
the top 100 books, rock songs, movies, and
so forth. What, no Top 100 software 
algorithms? If there were such a list,
Soundex would certainly merit a place on it.

SOMETHING OLD

I first saw the Soundex algorithm in
1979. I was taking a BASIC programming
class at a local community college. The
instructor passed out floppies that contained
a number of useful code snippets. Among
them was a simple Soundex routine in the
BASIC language.

Later, I rediscovered Soundex and many
other useful algorithms in the classic series
The Art of Computer Programming Volumes
1 - 3 by Donald Knuth. This landmark series
was first published in the early 1960s and
believe it or not, a fourth volume will be
added soon.

Around 1984, I decided to convert the
BASIC Soundex routine into COBOL. At
the time I was working for a large pension
fund with nearly a million participants. The
fund's database identified participants by a
unique atomic key: Social Security Number.

I worked on the actuarial census team.
Once a year our team had to reconcile the
database so that the actuaries could do what
is referred to as a valuation of the fund. The
reconciliation process involved matching
the current year-end database to an image
of the prior year-end database using Social
Security Number. 

If a participant had eight years of credit
at the prior year-end and had worked all
year in the just-ended year, the actuaries

would expect him to now have nine years of
credit. If a participant had disappeared from
the just-ended year, the actuaries would
expect that she had either a) retired or b)
was beginning a break-in service.

At every year-end, there were always a
certain number of participants who seemed
to just disappear. We traced many of these
"no-match" cases back to Social Security
Number corrections/consolidations that had
occurred throughout the year. Still, there
was always a handful of people who
seemed to fall through the cracks.

This is where I used Soundex along with
other data "hashing" algorithms as aids in
determining where the last few mystery
participants had gone. I found them, but
that's another story.

SOUNDEX BASICS

Soundex depends upon phonetics of the
English language. The algorithm is based on
consonants contained within the name to be
encoded. It ignores vowels, special characters
and spaces. A standard Soundex code will
have a length of four characters in the format
ANNN (where A = Alpha and N = Numeric).

HOW SOUNDEX WORKS

The 26 letters of the English alphabet are
divided into seven groups, numbered 0
through 6. Group 0 contains all of the vowels
plus three consonants which frequently
appear in multiple letter phonemes ("foh-
neems"): H, W and Y. Letters in Group 0
are dropped by Soundex except where
they appear as the first letter of the name
to be encoded.

The remaining 18 consonants are distrib-
uted within the six remaining groups (where
a "group" can consist of a single letter) by

their most commonly occurring phoneme
when they take place within a word.

Figure 1 lists the Soundex groupings.
Think back to your grammar school English
classes. Do you remember the concept 
of "hard" and "soft" consonants? Can you
recall the little mnemonic vowel phrase, "A,
E, I, O, U and sometimes Y?" Additionally,
consider the following quirks of English
spelling and pronunciation:

● words that begin with silent letters 
(i.e., knife and gnome)

● some letters sound like another letter
when they begin a word (i.e., X is
almost always sounded as a Z when 
it begins a word)

● the letter Q is always followed by 
the vowel U regardless of whether 
it appears within or begins a word

Other consonants, C and G for example,
more frequently have the hard sound when
they begin a word (cat, get, could, goose).
But when they are imbedded and modified
by a vowel, they usually have the soft sound
(dice, sponge, nice, lounge). Note that in
Figure 1 Group 2 contains many of the letters
with these quirky attributes. 

Soundex always takes the first letter of the
name to be encoded "as-is." That is, the
Soundex code for "MOORE" will always
begin with M, "ANDERSON" with an A
and so forth.

When I first examined the consonant
groupings for Soundex, I was puzzled by
the fact that the letters R and L were put
into a "group" of one. After thinking about
it, it dawned on me: These are the two most
difficult sounds to make in English. Think
about it.

Some people of Asian descent have a dif-
ficult time pronouncing the L sound. During
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the battle for Guadalcanal during World War II, U.S. Marines invent-
ed the password "lollapalooza," knowing full well that a Japanese
soldier would mispronounce it as "rorraparooza." The R sound also
takes a lot of practice. Ask a young boy named Larry what his name is
and chances are he will reply: "Lah-wee."

SOUNDEX RULES

Trust the groupings. They work well when there is a need to
phonetically encode English words, particularly names of people,
places and businesses. Here are the rules to derive a standard four-
character Soundex code from a textual name string.

1. Always take the first letter of the name, whatever it is, to begin
the Soundex code. Once the first letter has been established,
use the group number in positions two, three and four. I call
this a "lossy" Soundex code because using the group numbers
causes the original letter to be lost.

2. When two or more letters are immediately contiguous and they
are all in the same group, only the first letter in the sequence
gets coded. This is most obvious on exactly paired letters in
names like Robbins or Pepper. The "bb" in Robbins and the
"pp" in Pepper would be encoded as if there were only a single
instance of "b" or "p". A more subtle example would be a
name like Shackley. See Figure 2. Only the "c" in the "ck"
combination would be encoded because both "c" and "k" are
in Group 2. Names like Mc Cleary or Von Neuman, which

contain an imbedded space dividing contiguous "same group"
letters, would be encoded as if the space wasn't there —
McCleary, VonNeuman. This rule applies to the entire code
generation algorithm, even when moving between the first "as-is"
letter and the next. For example, consider the name Sczpanski.
Soundex would ignore the "cz" combination that follows the
initial S and return a code of S152 representing the letters S, P,
N and S.

3. If the name to be encoded is short or contains many Group 0
letters, a pad character (typically a zero) is used to fill the
Soundex code out to its required length. A name like Diesey —
four Group 0 letters — would end up with a Soundex of D200.
Padding on the right accomplishes two things:
• It ensures that all codes are uniform in length — four bytes.
• Since Group 0 letters are never imbedded in the numeric

portion of the code, the presence of trailing zeros indicates
that the Soundex represents a name with a minimum of
encoded consonants. The most extreme example of this would
be a name like Lee. The Soundex code for Lee would contain
all trailing zeros (L000). Soundex codes will never have an
imbedded zero such as C012 or B403. When zeros appear in
the code, they are always trailing. My name, Moore, has a
Soundex of M600.

4. If the name to be encoded is long, once the four-position code
is derived, all remaining letters are ignored. For example, a
name like Tornabene would have a Soundex of T651. The code
is derived from the T, R, N and B in the "Tornab" portion of
the name. The final "ene" portion is not even considered
because the four-position code has been determined.

CONCLUSION

Next month, I will present some COBOL and Delphi Soundex
examples. Over the years, I have refined the algorithm to suit 
different types of names. Business names particularly need a longer
code. That is, four positions is inadequate because business names
are usually longer than surnames. Instead of Jones, a business name
will more typically be something like Jones Western Tire & Auto.

I will explain how to add Soundex codes to database searches. This
allows "fuzzy, sounds-like" searching. Plus, I will discuss the "lossy"
compression nature of a Soundex code and how this can be used to
either tighten or loosen the degree of "fuzz" in a matching process.

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of
Concentrated Logic Corporation, a Glendale
Heights, Ill.-based software development firm
specializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design.
He can be reached at conlogco@ix.netcom.com.
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FIGURE 1: LETTER GROUPINGS OF THE SOUNDEX ALGORITHM 

FIGURE 2: SOUNDEX CODE GENERATOR WRITTEN IN DEPHI 

The dialog allows the user to vary the type of code generated, the pad character and the
length of the code. Also, a check-box lets the user view the actual Soundex groupings.


